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WELCOME TO THE
FUTURE OF FINANCE

PURPOSE: The intention of this whitepaper is to provide insight into the team, function, and 
life of the Futura Finance token built on the Binance Smart Chain. This whitepaper covers 
multiple aspects of everything going on so investors can confidently understand and learn 

about how their funds are used.

DISCLAIMER: This whitepaper does not aim to offer any financial advice. It is purely a 
document that gives factual information about Futura. Any information construed as 

financial advice is at the behest of the reader alone. Futura accepts no responsibility for 
loss of funds or information gathered from sources outside of official documentation.

MORE INFO: More information about Futura can be found at https://futurafinance.io/ and 
direct assistance from the administrative team can be found at https://t.me/FuturaBSC. 

Do not source information or assistance from other locations.

https://futurafinance.io/
https://t.me/FuturaBSC
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FUTURA FINANCE ($FFT) revolutionizes reflection tokens by allowing investors to take 
control of their own payouts by choosing from ADA, BNB/BUSD, CAKE, DOT, ETH, FFT or 
a combination of tokens in the Futura dApp.  Investors can also automatically reinvest 

earnings to compound profits. 

Though Futura’s initial native token functionality aims to reward holders like most 
reflection tokens, what differentiates the project from others is the ability to adapt over 

time. This ability is granted by specific code functionality that allows the developer to add 
additional tokens for rewards into the dApp in the future. This gives rise to the power of 

the community, who can collectively request that tokens be added over the course of time. 
Flexibility creates inherent utility, as investors are incentivized to maintain their positions in 

Futura while also having the ability to support other projects.
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FFT is the native token for Futura Finance. The FFT smart contract is a self-generating income mechanism for holders. As 
each transaction is taxed, holders receive token rewards automatically simply by holding FFT. The reflection mechanism 

was developed with the hopes of transforming the concept of yield generation in the DeFi ecosystem.

Using a static reward system, every transaction made with tokens that use this mechanism are ‘taxed’. For every 
transaction, a portion is set aside for marketing, the liquidity pool, and a rewards pool for all holders.

As a result, the Futura Finance token aims to promote a ‘hold and earn’ culture, which reduces selling pressure. This is 
achieved through smart contract functions, which automate the token redistribution, and all those holders need to do is 

manage the wallet in which their tokens are stored.
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N TOTAL SUPPLY
1,000,000,000,000

TEAM/PARTNER ALLOCATION
120,000,000,000 // 12%

PRESALE TOKENS
497,200,000,000 // 49.72%

PANCAKESWAP LISTING
332,800,000,000 // 33.28%

AIRDROPS
50,000,000,000 // 5%



REFLECTION
REWARDS
Rewards are automatically available to distribute once every 12 hours and will 
airdrop to wallets after processing time*  Users can track their rewards progress 
in the Futura Finance dApp (https://dapp.futurafinance.io/) and get estimates of 
what their cycle payouts should be upon cycle completion, as well as view overall 
reward pool statistics for the life of the token. 

Users can also set their rewards payout preferences in this dApp as well! If no 
selection is made after acquiring FFT, the default rewards payout will be 50% FFT / 
50% BNB

*Due to BSC network congestion and during low token transaction volume periods, 
automatic payment of rewards will need time to process. This process time varies 
and is not always guaranteed. It is encouraged to manually claim rewards during 
these periods, if possible, in order to properly reset the rewards cycle. Gas fees are 
provided by the contract for automatic rewards payouts. In high volume periods 
automatic rewards cycles should function as normal.



A sustainable suite of decentralized applications connecting people worldwide
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FUTURALINK is the complete package of decentralized applications that will exist in the “Futura” ecosystem. 
As these dApp features are released, they will feed additional BNB into the rewards pool to redistribute to 
holders of FFT. These features will interact with the existing FFT contract to continually benefit holders and 

provide ongoing utility to attract new investors over time. 
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MAIN FEATURES  //
(This is a work in progress and subject to change)

FUTURA BOUNTY POOL //
FUTURA will offer double staking rewards using our special bounty pools! Place your FFT in one of our Futura Bounty 
pools to earn other tokens such as BNB, BUSD, DOT, XRP, etc. Optionally, users can enable the auto-compound function, to 
automatically move all of their earnings to the staking pool. If this function is enabled, a 0.5% fee is applied on all earnings. 
25% of this fee is burned and the remaining 75% is given to those who claim the ‘Bounty’.  Before an auto-compound is 
triggered, there needs to be at least a certain amount of unclaimed Tokens (vary from token to token). The lockup time will 
vary between 2hr to days depending on the pool, to increase the APY.

FUTURA VAULTS //
Futura Vaults are meant for long-term holders that want to help Futura reach new levels while earning FFT and BNB. The 
Vault will be auto-compounded for maximum yield, which means earnings get harvested and re-compounded without you 
doing anything. It has a 0% deposit fee and a 0% transfer fee with unlimited deposit. The more time that you lock your 
liquidity, the higher the interest rate for everyone, meaning the APY can reach much higher levels of rewards.

FUTURA FARMS //
A tax-free high yield farm, using our Futura Tunnel mechanism. We will be partnering with other farms or known tokens 
that are rug-proof, so you can stake FFT and earn any other tokens without paying a 10-15% deposit / withdrawal / harvest 
fee as seen in tokens like Safemoon.

DEPOSIT FEE REDISTRIBUTION //
 4% deposit fee will be charged when users enter staking on Futura. We plan to use 1% to re-buy and burn FFT, 1% for 
marketing and 2% directly to the FFT rewards pool.
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FUTURALINK escrow service leverages smart contracts for creating digital contracts and peer-to-peer transactions. 
Once the underlying conditions of the agreement are fulfilled, the payments are processed automatically.

Futura aims to establish a standard escrow payment process that eliminates the limitations of current escrow and 
payments services.

FUTURALINK can facilitate a multitude of peer-to-peer transactions, including digital items and services. FUTURALINK 
provides the safety of a trusted escrow service with a better approach than existing solutions. Here is a list of some 

of the use cases for retail users.

• RENTALS
• OTC TRADES
• AND MORE!

• DIGITAL GOODS
• FREELANCE SERVICES
• COLLECTIBLES (NFT) TRADING
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Enforceable Escrow Smart Contract Templates: FUTURALINK provides enforceable smart contracts, which means users do 
not need any technical skill to use our smart contracts

Multi-step Agreements: Certain transactions are complex and often involve multiple processes. FUTURALINK provides the 
ability to create payment milestones.

Inspection Period: The parties involved in the business transaction can allocate an inspection period before the closure 
of the deal. This provides the buyer with sufficient time to inspect and confirm a transaction. If agreed upon at contract 

initiation, buyer may request seller to revise the work.

Escrow transaction originator

ABILITIES
- Release funds to seller

- Request escrow assistance

Receipent of funds

ABILITIES
- Refunds funds to buyer

- Request escrow assistance

BINANCE SMART CONTRACT

- Enforces escrow smart contract
- Safely holds buyer’s funds

- Open source

TRANSACTION OVERSEER

ABILITIES
- Refunds funds to buyer
- Releases funds to seller

BUYER
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SAFETY AS A SERVICE.

BUYERS BENEFITS
FuturaLink’s smart contract secures funds until 

buyer receives goods/services and is ready 
to release funds, ensuring an enjoyable and 

secure transaction for both parties.

SELLERS BENEFITS
Sellers can safely provide service or ship 

items when using FuturaLink without fear of 
non-payment. After deposit, funds cannot be 

retrieved without your approval.

PROTECT YOUR CRYPTO
All funds are protected within FuturaLink’s 

smart contract. Once received, funds cannot be 
released to either party without the consent of 
the other party, guaranteeing no loss of funds.



FUTURALINK ESCROW REVENUE

Futura intends to promote the use of FFT across its platforms. There will be a 
3% transaction fee on every escrow transaction. This transaction fee will be 
added equally to the rewards pool, the liquidity pool, and the marketing wallet 
to fuel growth. FUTURALINK will reduce the processing fee for escrow smart 
contract transactions to 1% for those using FFT for payment. When a buyer 
pays in FFT, their payment is automatically added to a reward bearing wallet 
until the completion of the transaction, which generates a reward in-line with 
the current staking rates. Only buyers are eligible to receive staking rewards.
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DECENTRALIZED DISPUTE SETTLEMENT SYSTEM

Futura acknowledges the need for a strong dispute management module 
within its ecosystem. FUTURALINK will integrate on-chain mediation clauses 
and dispute settlement features through a decentralized voting system 
comprising of impartial arbitrators. During the initial phase, Futura will 
provide all dispute settlement services.



Provably Fair Games are so-called because they give players the ability to verify the fairness 
of their bets. It means that an online casino can’t cheat a player because the outcome of 

the game is provable, transparent and verifiable.

They are built on open-source algorithms and run on smart contracts platforms like 
Ethereum or Binance Smart Chain, which makes it impossible for any online gambling sites 

to modify or alter the game outcomes. Games on these smart contracts are handled by 
programming code, which means that there’s no chance for a casino to change the result of 

the bet.

Futura aims to incorporate these provably fair games into our suite of products to increase 
volume and provide another avenue for revenue for the Futura token holders
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REFERRAL PROGRAM
Referring players to Futura gives the 

referrer a percentage of all future bets 
from the referred players.

FFT TOKEN &
POOL SYSTEM

Players and token holders can also 
receive rewards through our staking 

pool system

NFT INTEGRATION
NFT holders will have access to 

exclusive games and prizes

JACKPOT GAME DICE GAME COINFLIP GAME
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Our NFT cards will not be purely cosmetic, but will also have several use-cases on the platform 
itself, including but not limited to:

- Tiered and/or Deflationary Staking
- Exclusive Access to parts of our dApp 

- Exclusive Buying Events
- Increased Rewards

- and more!

Each NFT is equipped with their own unique rarity and staking rewards. Users are continuously 
encouraged to spend their FFT tokens to potentially earn rarer and rarer NFT’s and even higher 

staking rewards.

Community members who hold a Futura NFT will be able to access exclusive parts of our dApp 
available to NFT holders only, where they will be able to play games, stake their NFT’s for more 

rewards, win prizes, and interact with other Futura holders.

The NFTs themselves will be publicly tradable, so you will be able to buy/sell them on 
marketplaces without any limitations
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VIEW TEAM WALLETS VIEW PINKSALE INFO VIEW AUDIT INFO

© Copyright 2021, Futura Finance. All Rights Reserved.

https://docs.futurafinance.io/transparency/contract-addresses
https://www.pinksale.finance/#/launchpad/0x08FB5BAb5Ca89867c37Be1002835FC05f6AfD775?chain=BSC
https://github.com/sokenteam/smart_contract_audits/blob/main/Futura%20Finance%20Standard%20Smart%20Contract%20Audit.pdf
https://futurafinance.io/

